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Introduction:
• Soybeans are a self-pollinating crop.
• Previous field and cage experiments 

conducted in the southeastern US 
and Brazil show increased yield from 
honeybees (Erickson et al. 1978, 
Milfont et al. 2013). 

• More information is needed on 
pollination benefits to soybeans 
grown in Ohio.

• The effects of distance from bee 
colonies on soybean pollination has 
not been addressed. 

• Fields in Ohio were supplanted with 
small honeybee colonies and plants 
were collected to assess yield.

• It was predicted that plants collected 
closest to the hives and near the 
edges would have the greatest yield. 

Materials and Methods:
• Two soybean fields near Wooster, 

Ohio and two fields near London, 
were supplanted with two nucleus 
honeybee colonies. 

• Colonies were placed in the center of 
the fields prior to bloom.

• Prior to harvest, 48 plants from each 
distance; 5 m from colonies, midway 
between colonies and edge, and 5 m 
from edge were collected

• These plants were measured to assess 
the affect of distance on their yield.

• The plants’ height, base diameter, 
branches, nodes, pods, and seeds 
were measured and counted for each 
plant.

• Total pods per node (PPN) was the 
primary metric of yield. 
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Results: 
• The yield in total pods per node significantly varied across 

distances surrounding honeybee colonies in two of the 
four fields (Figures 3).

• Larger fields saw the most significant difference with yield 
by distance (Figures 3). 

• Plants collected closest to the colonies and closest to the 
edge in the largest field, saw the highest yields in pods per 
node (Figures 3). 

• Whether yield was highest at the edge or closest to the 
hive was not consistent across all fields. 

• The observed pattern follows the hypothesis most closely 
in FSR 11.

Figure 1: (left) Small Honeybee colonies placed in the center of a soybean field. (Photo 
courtesy of Chia Lin). (right) Various nodes and pods on a section of soybean plant. 

Figure 2: (left) FSR 11 (102.7 acres) and FSR 12C (74.6 acres) fields near 
London, OH. (right) B19 (42.5 acres) field near Wooster, OH
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Figure 3:  (top) Pods per node in London, OH FSR 11 significantly vary 
with distance, however, the edge plants had the highest PPN (ANOVA 
pvalue= 2.495e-05). (middle) Pods per node in Wooster, OH B19 
significantly varies with distance (ANOVA pvalue=0.003199). (bottom) Pods 
per node in London, OH FSR 12C did not significantly vary by distance, 
despite a visual trend that supports the hypothesis (ANOVA 
pvalue=0.125) 
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Conclusions: 
• The distance from the colony has an affect on the yield of 

plants in the field in Ohio soybean fields. This affect was 
most apparent in larger fields. 

• Partial use FSR 12C’s large area could have played a role in 
lack of significant difference in yield by distance. 

• Plants closer to the colony saw higher yields than those 
further away, excluding plants collected from field edges
(Figures 3).

• Patterns in the yield at various distances suggest that 
other factors may be affecting yield at field edges.

• Additional research is needed to explore the dynamics 
that field size and landscape may introduce. 

• Control for field size, soybean variety, and comparison to 
fields without bees should take place in further studies. 
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